


To identify different levels of fire severity without externally fixed thresholds

To define internal and relative thresholds by itself

NDVI= B8-B4B8+B4

𝑁𝐵𝑅 =
B8 – B12

NB8+B12

𝐵𝐴𝐼𝑆 = 1 −
𝐵6+𝐵7+𝐵8𝐴
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 Copernicus Program and Sentinel missions have been devised

specifically for supporting risk monitoring and offer advanced

satellite data free of charge (as Sentinel 2) that can suitably

support forest fire monitoring from risk estimation to damage

quantification.

 Sentinel data pose several challenges related to the processing,

analysis and interpretation of the data which need to be tackled

by the scientific community in order to ensure reliability and

operational applicability.
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There is a topographical or anatomical order of the neural connections



There is a «competition» between the elements, when
they are stimulated by common inputs and the elements
whose parameters are fitted to this input is activated most.
This element is called the «winner»

The model shall be modified only in the local vicinity of the
winner
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X is a real vector 𝑥 ∈ [𝑎1, 𝑎2…𝑎𝑛]
𝑇∈∈ 𝑅𝑛
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http://geoanalytics.net/V-Analytics/

Andrienko’s V-Analitycs



http://geoanalytics.net/V-Analytics/

Andrienko’s V-Analitycs

1. Install Java Runtime Environment
2. Copy the v-analytics folder
3. Run the V-analytics-all-java6.jar file





It can’t be a raster, it should
be a vector, with squared
polygons instead of pixels

In the associated table
there must be:
• A ID field
• Two fields with spatial

coordinates of the 
centroid of pixels

• One field for each
associated information



To set:

- Number of the id field

- Name of the coordinate fields

Lat-long coordinates? Yes/No





Create image to be used in the SOM matrix view? YES





Number of the lattice cells

In the output color the cells and
Show distances



𝑆 = 5 ∙ 𝑁

𝑆𝑎 =
𝑆

2
𝑆𝑏 = 2 ∙ 𝑆𝑎
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 Unburnt areas - No change: Unchanged surfaces, i.e. fire un-affected areas.
 Burnt severity 1 – Very  Low: Areas of surface fire occurred with very little change in cover and little mortality of the structural 

dominant vegetation.
 Burnt severity 2 - Low: Areas of surface fire occurred with little change in cover and little mortality of the structural dominant 

vegetation.
 Burnt severity 3- Moderate: The area exhibits a mixture of effects ranging from unchanged to high severity within the scale of 

one pixel.
 Burnt severity 4- High: The area exhibits a mixture of effects ranging from moderate to high severity within the scale of one 

pixel.
 Burnt severity 5 - Very High: Vegetation has high to 100% mortality.
 Burnt severity extreme 6 – Soil burn severity assessment with characteristics of high severity, including heavy white ash 

deposition indicating loss of substantial levels of organic matter and loose unstructured soil 


